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“This book is dedicated to
all parents, teachers, and adults
who inspire children of all ages
to believe in their
dreams and
provide the love and
support to see them
through!”

When I feel awesome,
I am adventurous!
I adore my life!
…and I appreciate everything!

My heart smiles!

ir lliant!
When I feel brilliant,
I am brave!
		

I am bold!

			…and I believe in me!

My heart smiles!

When I feel creative,
I am courageous!
I celebrate with all the colors!
			…and I can do anything!

My heart smiles!

When I feel daring,
I am dynamic!
		I dream really BIG!
		…and I dive right in!

My heart smiles!
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When I feel energized,
I am enthusiastic!
		
I am empowered!
			…and I electrify my life!

My heart smiles!
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When I feel fabulous,
I am frisky!
		
I am fun!
			…and I am flying life!

My heart smiles!

When I feel gorgeous,
I am giddy!
		

I giggle and grin!

…and I am a gateway to greatness!

My heart smiles!

When I feel happy,
I am honest!
		I heal with humor!
			…and I give humungous hugs!

My heart smiles!

When I feel inspired,
			I am ignited!
		My ideas illuminate the world!
		
…and I am invincible!

My heart smiles!

When I feel joyful,
I jump with joy!
		 My life is a jamming jubilee!
		
…and I am just right for me!

My heart smiles!

When I feel kind,
I know who I am!
		I am your kindred spirit!
		
…and I am the key to me!

My heart smiles!

When I feel loving,
I am lovable!
		
I love myself!
		
…and I love my life!

My heart smiles!

agnificent !
When I feel magnificent,
I am memorable!
Music moves through me!
…and my world
is magical!

My heart smiles!

When I feel nifty,
I am my own normal!

Nature nuzzles me!
…and I am nourished
with love!

My heart smiles!

When I feel open,
I am an original!
There is only one me!
…and I have oodles of fun!

My heart smiles!

When I feel playful,
I am positive
and passionate!
My life has pizzazz!
…and I am the

perfect me!

My heart smiles!

When I feel Quantum,
I am Quick-witted!
My Quest is for joy!
…and I am Quite amazing!

My heart smiles!

When I feel radiant,
I am remarkable!
My life has rhythm!
…and I rock
and I roll!

My heart smiles!

pontaneous!
When I feel spontaneous,
I am super spunky!
		I sparkle!
…and sunshine
follows me wherever I go!

My heart smiles!

When I feel terrific,
I trust me!
I am tickled pink!

my day!

My heart smiles!

When I feel unlimited,
I am unique!
		My universe is loving!
		

…and I uplift everyone!

My heart smiles!

ibrant!
When I feel vibrant,
I love variety!
		
		

My voice has value!
…and I am a visionary!

My heart smiles!

When I feel wise,
I am walking with wisdom!
I ask who, what, where,

and why?
…and I weave the way!

My heart smiles!

When I feel eXtraordinary,
I am an eXplorer!
		

I eXpect eXcitement!

		

…and I am eXactly

where
I’m meant to be!

My heart smiles!
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When I feel young,
I say “YES” to life!
I shout “YEAH!”
…and I sing

“Yippee Yahoo!”

My heart smiles!

When I feel zippy,
I am in the zone!
		I zig! I zag!
		

Zowie ! ! !

Watch me

My heart smiles!

My heart smiles!

A Quick Spin of the Alphabet through the Eyes of

When I feel nifty, I blend into the rhythm of nature as I float silently on Perch Lake…Time appears to stop
and my body feels one with the water. When I feel nifty, I see eagles…a clear sign I’m aligned and on the
right path!
When I feel open, I try something that’s brand new to me…like writing and then self-publishing this book!
When I feel open, I do things like no one else! I invent my own joy …I see fun faces in clouds and even in
tree trunks!

When I feel awesome, you’ll find me kayaking with my friends in amazing places on Lake Superior…Little
Girl’s Point, Pictured Rocks, Marquette’s shoreline, and the Apostle Islands; or on faraway waters in the Canadian Georgian Bay, or Alaska, or Hawaii!
When I feel brilliant, bold, and brave, I backpack and hike in beautiful places like Michigan’s Isle Royale
National Park, or Kauai’s Na Pali coastline, or New Zealand’s ancient volcanic hills!
When I feel creative, I make fun Christmas ornaments out of nature’s treasures; I create one of a kind
driftwood mirrors! I drill holes in beach stones and transform them into leather-strung pendants that rock!
When I feel daring, I snorkel far out into Kealakekua Bay with my Hawaiian friends to swim with wild spinner
dolphins! Yes, and when I feel daring, in the open waters of the Great Barrier Reef, I ask the Australian captain
of our sailing ship whether I can take the helm…and he says, “Yes!” And, I do!
When I feel energized, I eagerly sit out on the bow of the boat (any boat, any lake or ocean) and feel
my electric connection with the wind, the sun, and the waves!

When I feel playful, I host fabulous parties and have awesome bonfires in my backyard or on my beach
with family and friends! When I feel playful, down by the water, I skip rocks 10-15-20 times across a calm still
lake!
When I feel quantum, my smile is a mile wide as I catch Hawaiian waves with my boogie board! And,
when I feel quantum, I teach friends how to bend metal spoons and delight in their awe as they come to
realize what they are able to do!
When I feel radiant, I love my remarkable smile! When I feel radiant, rhythm moves through me and I’m out
on the dance floor, dancing like no one is watching!
When I feel spontaneous, I do fun things on the spur of the moment! For example, following my intuition,
I take a walk on a beautiful Mexican Riviera beach. I discover a small tent with curtains flowing in the ocean
breeze…the homemade sign says, “Massages,” and I say, “YES!”

When I feel fabulous and flying life, I do fun and frisky things like jumping into the cool waters of Lake
Superior or kayaking under the magical light of a big full moon!

When I feel terrific, I twirl from one fun segment to another all day long…from watching an eagle fly by in
the morning, to an energizing walk on the beach, to finding a gorgeous Lake Superior agate, to a swim in the
lake, to a delicious lunch, to some belly laughs with friends, to an inspiring project, to a breath-taking sunset!

When I feel gorgeous, I’m snuggling into my beautiful luxurious pillow-filled bed basking in the richness of
my life! When I feel gorgeous, I wear my summer colors! Aqua! Pink! Yellow! Turquoise!

When I feel unlimited, I go on three Abraham-Hicks Vortex of Creation cruises in one year…to the Mexican Riviera! To Alaska! To New Zealand-Australia!

When I feel happy, I’m a clown, spreading joy and laughter at a child’s birthday party or with Patch
Adams’ humanitarian clowning group in Romania visiting orphans and hospitalized children!

When I feel vibrant, I am the visionary who gets picked to sit in the hot seat on the last day of the Mexican Riviera Cruise…to initiate a response from Abraham that closes the whole workshop with an unforgettable rampage of appreciation and love!

When I feel inspired, I think of cool things to do like sharing the fun I had hiking up Sugarloaf Mountain,
posting it as “30 Days of Sugar” on Facebook, and then being joined by my Facebook friends from around
the world, who were inspired to post their own “sugar” photos of fun!
When I feel joyful, I uplift myself and others by “paying it forward”…it’s like giving the best unexpected
present ever! Paying for food for the car behind me at a fast food drive-thru or for the car behind me at a
bridge toll booth! Or giving someone a gift for no special reason!
When I feel kind, my kitty comes and snuggles in my lap, butterflies land on my hand, curious loons swim
close by, and happy little hummingbirds sit on my head!
When I feel loving, wild Hawaiian spinner dolphins come closer than ever and we swim side-by-side, staring into each other’s beautiful eyes! When I feel loving, chickadees stop by to say hi as I fill their bird feeders!
When I feel magnificent, I find the biggest wild blueberry patches ever! When I feel magnificent, magic
happens as I play my big buffalo hide drum and the rhythmic beat carries down the beach, over the water,
and into the night.

When I feel wise, I take my questions into meditation. I quiet my mind. I breathe in…breathe out…and
listen, in the stillness, for the inspiration to help me weave my way!
When I feel eXtraordinary, you’ll find me swimming in the Great Barrier Reef with tropical fish, sea turtles,
and sharks! When I feel eXtraordinary, I’m behind the wheel of my car on another roadtrip adventure or I’m
flying out to some faraway land!
When I feel young, I engage, and I am a player! I say, “YES! I’m in! Game on!”
When I feel zippy, I am skiing fast down a snowy hill, or on a sandy beach running and playing an exhilarating game of tag with the waves! I dart in and dart out…pure fun is my win!

What’s your alphabet story?
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About the Illustrator

About the Author
The story of My Heart Smiles began in 2006 when I was introduced to the teachings of Abraham-Hicks. These
Law of Attraction teachings are simple, articulate, and often humorous concepts on how we create our lives
through our vibrational thoughts and beliefs. They inspired me to deliberately embrace my life with a positive
attitude. (www.abraham-hicks.com)
Since 2006, I have hosted local Thursday evening gatherings affectionately called, Abrahamland, where we
meditate, watch Abraham-Hicks DVDs, and explore Law of Attraction on all topics.
In 2010, on an Abraham-Hicks workshop cruise with 700 other like-minded positive thinkers, I was chosen to
sit on stage in the “hot seat” and invited to ask a question. My request was for a rampage of appreciation
that would help us all to “get” these teachings on a cellular level. The reply I received was very inspiring and,
in essence, I was told that I would ABC my way through the alphabet in a way that I could learn to feel my
own worthiness and learn to love myself.

Three years ago when Diana approached me with the idea of illustrating her ABC affirmation book, I was
intrigued. We sat down in front of a fire at my mom’s cabin in the woods and began with finding a rhythm to
her script. In about three hours we had a road map of words and drawings that would evolve into My Heart
Smiles. After that, the project pretty much stalled until the spring of 2013. It was at that time, Diana began
a rewrite that went from an ABC affirmation book to a “when I feel” book and it changed everything. Suddenly the project took on a powerful renewed life of its own and the drawings began to reflect this seemingly
simple change. By the end of the summer the drawings were complete and painted. Interesting enough
though, the last drawing of the book was for “Quantum” where a new little energy appeared on the end of
a surf board in the form of a dog. Again, this seemingly simple addition would establish a new direction for
the book. I spent the next few weeks redrawing and painting all 26 drawings with this new perspective. The
drawings went from one page to two, with the addition, in some cases, of this new little being. It was a magical experience. The result truly made my heart smile. As it turns out, this book is a “love letter” to both Diana’s
and my inner child. It’s a testimony to the way we live our lives as adults. Let me sum it up this way. When my
granddaughter Alexis was about seven, I was driving her and a friend out to camp for a sleep over and I
heard her tell this other little girl in the back seat that she loved to go to camp without adults. I looked at
her through the review mirror and said, “Hey, what about me? She replied, “You’re not an adult because you
like to play.” Need I say more?
Colleen O’Hara has been an artist in many forms, since she was a child: over 30 years as a professional
actress, a stage director, a playwright and a singer. She was the co-founder and Artistic Director of the
“West End” Theatre Co. Ms. O’Hara was the creator and owner of www.Butterflutters.com, an online business
featuring her original butterfly art and paintings. She has illustrated two other books, The North Shore cookbook and The Butterfly Woman which she also wrote. She graduated from Eastern Michigan University with a
degree in Theatre and a minor in art. Colleen currently lives in Marquette, MI, near her three “Awesome” and
“Creative” step-daughters: Holly, Andrea, and Tricia; and, her five “Gorgeous” and “Brilliant” granddaughters:
Alexis, Janelle, Lydia, Melanie, and Shelby; her son-in-law Gabe, who is “Playful” and “Kind”; and Bubba, Andrea and Alexis’ dog, who might be small in stature, but has a “humungous” heart. www.colleenmohara.com

That text has now merged with Colleen’s brilliant original illustrations to create this uplifting one of a kind ABC
book. My hope is that it will inspire you and make your heart smile as it has mine! It’s truly a book for the kid in
all of us! I am thrilled to share it with you!
Previously, Diana was a high school physical education teacher for seventeen years and coached the girls’
basketball, volleyball, track, and tennis teams. She also was a disability client advocate for eighteen years.
She is currently a holistic practitioner in Marquette, Michigan. (www.lakesuperiorholisticconnection.com). She
loves traveling to explore new places, enjoys exceptional food, and loves having fun in a wide variety of
outdoor activities, especially, those on, in, or near Lake Superior! My Heart Smiles is Diana’s first book.
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I took a simple one word ABC process from that workshop and used it for my daily practice to amp up the
feeling of “feeling good!” (It’s real simple...think of “A”, then think of an “A’ word that feels good, and take a
breath, then think of “B”, and think of a “B” word that feels good, and take a breath... and just continue doing
this all the way through the alphabet thinking of soft gentle good feeling words.) It worked for me! So, I kept
on doing it...as I closed my eyes before falling asleep and before I opened my eyes in the morning! The oneword process gradually expanded into finding two or three affirming words for each letter of the alphabet,
and those expanded into longer phrases, and finally into the sentences that became the text for “My Heart
Smiles!”
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